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Influence of Fixed Charge Density
Magnitude and Distribution on the
Intervertebral Disc: Applications
of a Poroelastic and Chemical
Electric (PEACE) Model
A 3-dimensional formulation for a poroelastic and chemical electric (PEACE) mode
presented and applied to an intervertebral disc slice in a 1-dimensional validation p
lem and a 2-dimensional plane stress problem. The model was used to investiga
influence of fixed charge density magnitude and distribution on this slice of disc mat
Results indicated that the mechanical, chemical, and electrical behaviors were
strongly influenced by the amount as well as the distribution of fixed charges in
matrix. Without any other changes in material properties, alterations in the fixed ch
density (proteoglycan content) from a healthy to a degenerated distribution will caus
increase in solid matrix stresses and can affect whether the tissue imbibes or exude
under different loading conditions. Disc tissue with a degenerated fixed charge de
distribution exhibited greater solid matrix stresses and decreased streaming potentia
of which have implications for disc nutrition, disc biomechanics, and tissue remodelin
was also seen that application of an electrical potential across the disc can induce
transport. @DOI: 10.1115/1.1533804#
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1 Introduction
Degenerative changes to the intervertebral disc are comm

implicated in low back pain and other disorders of the spine
sulting in tremendous associated health care costs and disa
@1,2#. One of the most significant changes to the interverteb
disc with degeneration and aging is the loss of proteoglyca
particularly in the nucleus pulposus@3–5#. Disc degeneration also
resulted in a loss of swelling pressure@6–9#, altered streaming
potential@10# and an alteration of the hydraulic permeability@11#.
The effect of a loss of fixed charge density on the fluid transp
pressurization, streaming potential and streaming current in
disc has not been examined in a two dimensional configuratio

The intervertebral disc may be described as a charged, hydr
and permeable material. It is comprised largely of collagen
elastic fibers embedded in a proteoglycan gel to form a solid
trix. The proteoglycans contain many glycosaminoglycan cha
with fixed sulfate (SO4) and carboxyl~COOH! groups. Under
physiological concentrations and pH~assumed to be NaC
50.15 M, pH57.4) these groups are negatively charged. Mob
positive and negative ions in the extrafibrillar water form an el
trolyte solution. The high fixed charge density is responsible
generating osmotic pressure, streaming potential and other
trochemical phenomena and also contributes to the hydration
compressive strength of the tissue@12–17#. The fixed charge den
sity distribution along the sagittal plane of a 26 year old and
year old disc were given by Urban & Holm@5#.

Multiphasic continuum and computational models have b
applied to the analysis of the mechanical, electrical, and chem
behaviors of the intervertebral disc@6,10,11,18–24#. In these stud-
ies, viscoelastic behaviors are generally assumed to be relat
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frictional drag between the solid and fluid phases, although int
sic solid matrix viscoelasticity has also been described@25#. The
disc also behaves like a semipermeable membrane allowing
passage of water and ions but prohibiting the motion of the fix
negative charges. The effects of swelling and transport were
troduced in continuum descriptions of soft-tissue mechanics
variety of ways. Poroelastic finite element models were develo
for the intervertebral disc@18,23#. In these models the ‘‘relative’’
fluid velocities are used. The relative view is routinely used
poroelastic theory@26,27# and in ‘‘u2w’’ poroelastic models,
most recently presented in Simon et al.@28,29# and Laible et al.
@22# where swelling effects were included. Importantly, the triph
sic theory@15# provides a link between mechanical theories a
electro-chemical theories. The triphasic theory including electr
effects was used in a one dimensional model to examine stre
ing potential in soft tissue@14,30#. In addition to these studies
triphasic phenomena~termed quadriphasic in these studies to d
tinguish between anions and cations! were investigated using a
commercial FE package in a geometrically nonlinear mo
@20,24,31#.

The PEACE model uses the field variables of solid displa
mentu, relative fluid velocityw, electric potentialF, and Cl con-
centrationsc2 and Na concentrationsc1 ~obtained from electro
neutrality!. The formulation uses poroelastic theory directly usi
a u2w formulation which distinguishes it from the multiphas
models of@14,20,24,30,31# in which pressure is used as a fie
variable. One goal of the model was to explicitly identify th
relation of the phenomenological equations to the basic frictio
coefficients. A mobility relation details this relation in a form th
relates: the fluid flux, the current, the positive ion flux and t
negative ion flux to the fluid potential, the electric potential, t
positive ion chemical potential and the negative ion chemical
tential.

In the present study, we present a 3-dimensional formulation
a hydrated and charged porous media which draws heavily f
the work of Gu et al.@14# and Simon et al.@29#. The objectives of
this study were to: 1! derive a set of equations for a 3-dimension

ical
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poroelastic and chemical electric~PEACE! material that can
readily be solved by standard finite element techniques; 2! vali-
date the model using 1-dimensional experimental results, 3! dem-
onstrate the utility of the PEACE model via a 2-dimensional
agnostic version applied to a slice of intervertebral disc;!
investigate the influence of fixed charge density magnitude
distribution on water transport on the disc slice; and 5! investigate
the effect of applied electric potential on water transport in
same disc slice.

2 Development of the PEACE Equations

2.1 Combined Equations for the PEACE Model. In the
development of thePEACE model we consider the tissue to b
composed of a solid matrix phase, a fluid phase and the pos
and negative ion phases. We first write the equations in a primi
form and then proceed to derive a set of equations that can
readily solved by standard finite element procedures. The num
cal formulation uses the Galerkin finite element method~GFEM!
for spatial discretization and an implicit finite differences sche
for temporal discretization. In the process of forming the eq
tions that can be solved by the GFEM, we trace the phys
coefficients to the more familiar phenomenological coefficien
This process was done symbolically using Maple~Scientific
Workplace V3.0, MacKichan Software, Inc., Bainbridge Islan
WA!.

The momentum equations represent the balance of the fo
acting on each phase. These equations are written in terms o
forces per unit volume of the tissue. The forces arise from p
sure gradients, internal frictional forces between the phases
ternal body forces due to gravitational and electrical fields and
the case of accelerated motion the inertial forces. Here we
only consider very slow motion and hence the latter may be
glected. The momentum equations for the four phases in term
a control volume of the tissue~which we also refer to as the
mixture! are a variant of those equations found from Gu et
@14#:

2rs~¹•ms!
T1 f s,w~vw2vs!1 f p,s~vp2vs!1 f n,s~vn2vs!

2ncFFE50 (1)

2rw¹mw1 f s,w~vs2vw!1 f w,p~vp2vw!1 f w,n~vn2vw!50
(2)

2rp¹mp1 f p,s~vs2vp!1 f w,p~vw2vp!1 f p,n~vn2vp!

1ncpFE50 (3)

2rn¹mn1 f n,s~vs2vn!1 f w,n~vw2vn!

1 f p,n~vp2vn!2ncnFE50 (4)
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where: s, w, p, n refer to the solid, water, positive ion an
negative ion phases,r i are densities~kg/m3!, ci are concentra-
tions,v i are absolute velocities,f i , j are drag coefficients,mw , mp
and mn are scalar potentials,ms is ss /rs ~wheress is the solid
stress!, n is porosity,cF is the fixed charge density,E52¹F is
the electrical field strength,F is the electric potential, andF is
Faraday’s constant. A superscript implies a measurement per
ume of water and a subscript implies a measurement per vol
of the mixture. The parameterms is the solid potential which can
be related to the solid matrix stress.

The velocity of the fluid and ions relative to the solid matr
can be expressed as

ẇw

n
5~vw2vs! (5)

ẇp

n
5~vp2vs! (6)

ẇn

n
5~vn2vs! (7)

The potential for the positive and negative ions can be
pressed as:

rp¹mp5ncpM p

RT

cpM p
¹cp5nRT¹cp (8)

rn¹mn5ncnMn

RT

cnMn
¹cn5nRT¹cn (9)

The current is the difference in the motion of the positive a
negative ions and can be expressed as:

I e5F@cp2cn#H ẇp

ẇn
J (10)

Using the relative velocity equations 5–7, the chemical pot
tial equations 8–9 and the current equation 10, the momen
equations for the fluid and ions~2–4! can be manipulated to yield
a mobility relation that relates 1! the fluid velocity ẇw , 2! the
current I e , 3! the positive ion velocitiesẇp and 4! the negative
ion velocitiesẇn to: 1! the fluid potential gradient¹mw , 2! the
electric potential gradient¹F, 3! the gradient of the positive ion
concentration¹cp and 4! the gradient of the negative ion conce
tration ¹cn. In a matrix form the relation is:
(11)
FEBRUARY 2003, Vol. 125 Õ 13
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The terms in the MOBILITY MATRIX of equation 11 were ob
tained symbolically in terms of the original friction terms in equ
tion 1–4 using Maple and are defined in AppendixA. The first
row of equation 11 is a generalization of Darcy’s law in the pr
ence of electrical and chemical potential gradients. Note that
MOBILITY MATRIX is symmetric. It is interesting to note tha
the termkw is the inverse permeability and is given in terms of t
friction coefficientsf i , j and the porosityn as:
f

e

o

t

t
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n S f s,w1
f p,sf w,p

f p,s1 f w,p
1

f n,sf w,n

f n,s1 f w,n
D

Further consideration of the mass conservation of the ions,
chemical potential of the fluid phase and the poroelastic equat
for the fluid and solid phases, we can symbolically derive the fi
PEACE equations for the four phases.
(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)
rial

ze a
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In these equations the four field variables areu, w, F, cn ~solid
displacement, fluid displacement, electrical potential and nega
ion fields, respectively!. The terms in these equations are defin
in Appendix B. The equations@12–15# are the counterparts o
equations 37, 41, and 42, found in Sun et al.@30#. The finite
element form for the general 3D problem, via the Galerkin FE
method are given in Appendix C. In the following we will con
sider a 2D form of the equations, representing a horizontal slic
an intervertebral disc at the mid plane.

2.2 1D Validation Study. The PEACE model was used t
simulate the load displacement response as obtained by D
et al. @32#. That study considered the compression of the can
annulus under chemical and mechanical loading. Anulus fibro
specimens were tested in a confined compression creep ex
ment where the displacement of the top of ad54 mm diameter,
h51 mm thick disc plug was measured. The circumference of
plug was confined by the impermeable wall of the holder,
bottom rested on a porous filter and the top was loaded by
impermeable piston. The plug was subjected to a sequence of
stages in which the NaCl bath concentrationc* and loadP were
varied ~Fig. 1!. Using the PEACE model the we simulated th
following load stages 1! Conditioning, c* 50.6 M, P
50.08 MPa, 2! Swelling, c* 50.2 M, P50.08 MPa and 3! Con-
solidation,c* 50.2 M, P50.20 MPa. Curvesa, b andc ~Fig. 1!
show the PEACE model response at the top, middle, and bo
tive
ed
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quarter height of the specimen,h51 mm, 0.5 mm and 0.25 mm
respectively. For the 1 dimensional PEACE simulation, mate
parameters were taken from Drost et al.,@32#.

2.3 2D Diagnostic Analysis: Finite Element Formulation.
We consider a two dimensional version the equations, to analy
horizontal slice of the disc. We reduce the three dimensional eq
tions to a horizontal plane stress problem, in which we incorpor
a vertical compressive total stress (sz,z) as an initial stress. This
requires modification of thethree dimensional isotropic solid-
fluid constitutive equation:

H s
pJ 5F FDs 0

0 0G1FmQmT mQ

mTQ Q
G G H e

zJ 1 H sos

sop
J (16)

Ds5F D«,« D«,m

Dm,« Dm,m
GD«,m5Dm,«

T 50,

Dm,m5d i , jm with i and j 51,2,3

D«,«5d i , j~l12m!1~12d i , j !l,

l5
nE

~11n!~122n!
, m5

E

2~11n!

s5@sxx syy szz sxy syz szx#
T

e5@«xx «yy «zz «xy «yz «zx#
T
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For thetwo dimensional plane stress problem it is assumed th
the vertical shear strains and stresses are zero. One can then
for the vertical strain«z,z in terms of the applied total stresssz,z ,
the strains«x,x , «y,y and the fluid strainz, i.e.

«z,z5
sz,z2~l1Q!«x,x2~l1Q!«y,y2Qz

~l12m1Q!

With this relation, the constitutive equation for thetwo dimen-
sional plane stress problem with an applied total stress norma
the plane, can be written as:

H s
pJ 5FDs,s Ds,z

Dz,s Dz,z
G H «

z J 1 H sos

sop
J (17)

pc52rwTmw,01RTf~2cn1cF!2BwmT«1Tc (18)

where:

Ds,s5F 4m~l1m1Q!

l12m1Q

2m~l1Q!

l12m1Q
0

2m~l1Q!

l12m1Q

4m~l1m1Q!

l12m1Q
0

0 0 m

G ,

Ds,z5Dz,s
T 5S 2mQ

l12m1Q

2mQ

l12m1Q

0

D , s«,o5S ~l1Q!sz,z

l12m1Q

~l1Q!sz,z

l12m1q

0

D
Dz,z5S Q~l12m!

l12m1QD , Dz,z5S Q~l12m!

l12m1q D , sos5s«,o ,

sop5sz,o1pc

Fig. 1 Experimental results „circles, from Drost et al. 1995 …

and simulation of the PEACE model „curves a,b,c … for a 1 di-
mensional confined compression study of canine annulus un-
der chemical and mechanical loading. Displacement of anulus
fibrosus specimens „dÄ4 mm diameter, h Ä1 mm thick … was
measured while the NaCl bath concentration c * and load P
were varied in 3 stages: 1 … Conditioning, c *Ä0.6 M, P
Ä0.08 MPa, 2… Swelling, c *Ä0.2 M, PÄ0.08 MPa and 3 … Consoli-
dation, c *Ä0.2 M, PÄ0.20 MPa. Curves a, b and c show the
PEACE simulation at h Ä1 mm, 0.5 mm and 0.25 mm, respec-
tively.
Journal of Biomechanical Engineering
at
solve

l to

«T5@«x,x «y,y «x,y#, sT5@sx,x sy,y sx,y#,

sz,o5S Q

l12m1qD
sz,z

«5Lu, z5¹•w, LT5F ]

]x
0

]

]y

0
]

]y

]

]x

G ,

¹•5mTL, mT5@1 1 0# u5 H ux

uy
J , w5 H wx

wy
J

In this study we also split the four equations into two sets,
chemical-electrical equations and the solid-fluid equations. Us
the Galerkin finite element method, the chemical-electrical b
ance equations become:

F0 0

0 M cc
G H Ḟ

ċ J 1FKff Kfc

K cf K cc
G J F

c J 5 HPf

Pc
J (19)

M cc5^NTnN&V , K i , j5^~¹N!TKi , j¹N&V , i 5f,c, j 5f,c

Pi5^NTI in&G2^~¹N!TKi ,p¹N&Vc̄F1~21!k^~¹N!TKi ,wẇ&V

k51,2 for i 5f,c, respectively

^•&V,G implies integration over the domain and boundary
spectively.N5@N1 N2 N3# are the linear triangular basis func
tions. The termsI fn and I cn are the normal current and negativ
ion flux on the boundary. The system is nonlinear since theK8s
depend onc8s. The system has been solved by direct iterati
using an assumed fixed set of nodal values of the fixed cha
density,cF. An initial cn is computed from Donnan equilibrium a
the boundary and defines the initial set of nodal values ofc̄n.
Using electroneutralityc̄p5 c̄n1 c̄F theK8s are computed and the
equations are solved for the nodal values ofF̄ and c̄n. The pro-
cess is repeated with the latestc̄n andc̄p5 c̄n1 c̄F, until the nodal
values converge. Only 2→5 iterations are necessary. We fir
solve the chemical-electrical equations for a steady condition w

ċn50, ẇ50.

With ẇ andc̄n defined, the solid-fluid equations will yield a valu
for a reanalysis.

Again using the Galerkin finite element method, the solid-flu
equations become:

F0 0

0 Mww
G H u̇

ẇJ 1F Kuu Kuw

Kwu Kww
G H u

wJ 5 H Pu

Pw
J (20)

Mww5^N Tk̃wN&V , K i , j5^Bi
TDi , jBj&V , i 5«,z, j 5«,z,

D2,25Dz,z1Bw

Pu52^B«
TD«,oNs̄z,z&V1^N TTs&G , B«5LN, Bz5¹•N,

Bs5¹N
FEBRUARY 2003, Vol. 125 Õ 15
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Pw52^Bz
TDz,oNs̄z,z&V1^N TTp&G2Pfc ,

N5@N1I22 N2I2,2 N3I2,2#

Pfc5^Bz
TNp̄o&V1^N TKw,fBsF̄1N TK̃w,nBsc̄

n

1N TKw,FBsc̄
F&V

I2,25F1 0

0 1G , N5S nx 0

0 ny

ny nx

D , n5S nx

ny
D

Ts5NTs and Tp5np are the total applied stress and tot
fluid pressure traction force components in the horizontal pla
with N, n5outward normal direction cosines operators.p̄o are
nodal values of the osmotic/chemical (2rwTmw,01RTf(2cn

1cF)1Tc) pressure ands̄z,z are nodal values of the applie
stress normal to the plane.

2.4 Geometry, Material Properties, Boundary and Initial
Conditions. A thin horizontal slice of the disc, 0.005m thic
was used for the model~Fig. 2!. The idealized horizontal plane
dimensions and geometry were characteristic of a lumbar s
intervertebral disc. In the model, we assume that the top and
tom surfaces of the slice meet impermeable, insulated, frict
less, and rigid surfaces so that there is no vertical flow. On
periphery of the disc, fluid is free to flow but the fluid is subject
to an osmotic pressure as contained in the termpc of equation 18.
These conditions represent a slice at the mid elevation of a dis
all analyses, the rigid body motion of the solid phase was p
vented by providing a determinate support condition, solid d
placementsux anduy were set to zero at a centered node and
uy displacement was set to zero at a boundary node to pre
rigid body rotation. The concentration and electrical poten
were prescribed at the boundaries. Thecn concentration at the
boundary was established by equating internal and exte
chemical potentials at the boundary, i.e. the Donnan equilibr
condition (cn)21cncF2(c* )250 ~with c* 50.2M around the pe-
riphery of the disc slice!. The electric potentialF at the boundary
n

y

r
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was similarly obtained, which yieldsF5F* 1RT/F ln(cn/c* ) or
equivalently F5F* 2RT/2F ln(cn1cF/cn), (F* 50 around the
periphery of the disc slice!. The second term on the right han
side of either expression is called thethermal potentialand is due
to the difference in the ion concentrations of the surrounding b
fluid and the concentration at the tissue surface.

These boundary values were used as the initial fields throu
out the disc, to start the iterative solution process for the inter
cn and F fields. Once these fields were established, theu2w
solution was obtained by first allowing the disc to free swell in
saline bath of 0.2M NaCl concentration for 33 hours, at wh
point a constant compressive z stress of 200000N/m2 was applied
for an additional 33 hours.

The following material property values were used for the ana
ses.

Fig. 2 Mesh for plane stress analysis of intervertebral disc
slice. The numbers of three nodes are given for reference to the
time histories of the loading and fluid flow.
T5310K R58318.78
liter2Pa

mole2K
F596500

coulomb

mole
f s,w51.0* 1015

N2s

m4 f w,p55.0039* 1014
N2s

m4

f p,s51.0* 1010
N2s

m4 f n,s51.0* 1010
N2s

m4
f w,n5

79

52
f w,p

n50.705porosity

Q52* 108
N

m2 Eanulus52.25* 106
N

m2 Bw50.5* 106
N

m2

c* 50.2M S moles

liter D Enucleus5
1

10
Eanulus

gn ,gp ,gn* ,gp* 51

n50.48
de-
den-
74

the
For these values it was found that theTc contribution was rela-
tively small and henceTc is set to zero. The constant bath co
centration was denoted byc* . The initial concentration just inside
the disc was established by Donnan equilibrium. In an anal
with no applied potential we can setF* to any constant value on
the boundary since we are using a constantcn and c* on the
boundary. The constant potential boundary condition will not p
vide any driving mechanism.
-

sis

o-

2.5 Fixed Charge Density Distribution. Three separate
fixed charge density distributions were investigated: healthy,
generate, and constant equivalent healthy. The fixed charge
sity distribution along the sagittal plane of a 26 year old and
year old disc~Fig. 3a, data taken from Urban & Holm,@5#! were
used to generate a 2-dimensionalcF field over our finite element
mesh for healthy~Fig. 3b! and degenerate~Fig. 3c! discs, respec-
tively. For the 26 year old disc, there was a value of 0.15M at
Transactions of the ASME
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edge of the disc and a peak value of 0.3 M at the center of
disc. The equivalent healthy fixed charge density was a cons
distribution about the disc slice with a value defined bycequiv

F

51/A*cFdA, wherecF is the 26 year old sagittal fixed charg
density distribution from Fig. 2a and A is the cross sectional are
of the disc slice~Fig. 3b, horizontal plane!.

2.6 Applied Electrical Potential. A numerical simulation
was conducted to illustrate that fluid can be induced to fl
through the disc by an altered electrical potential on the bound
of the disc. The natural thermal potential has a magnitude oF
5RT/F ln(cn/c* )•, wherecn is the Donnan equilibrium concen
tration at the boundary andc* is the physiological fluid concen-
tration in the fluid surrounding the boundary. For a variable fix
charge density,cn andF will have a natural variation. At pointA
~in the postero-lateral anulus fibrosus! the potential was reduced
by the natural potentialF to make it zero. At pointB ~in the
anterior anulus fibrosus! the potential was increase by the natur
potentialF to make it twice as large. For the healthy disc the tw
potentials atA andB are 0 and210.75 mV, respectively. For the
degenerate disc the two potentials atA andB are 0 and26.3 mV,
respectively.

3 Results
The 1-dimensional simulation~Fig. 1! demonstrated very good

agreement between the experimental results for the displacem
of the specimen~taken from the literature,@32#! and the PEACE
model. The displacement is also given for nodes at the mid-he
and bottom quarter where experimental data was not measu
This agreement validates our model in 1 dimension and dem
strates the ability of the model to simulate realistic physical da

The intervertebral disc slice was subjected to a swelling ph
where the disc equilibrated with its external saline environm
for 33 hours followed by compression creep loading for an ad
tional 33 hours. In general, fluid flowed into the disc during t
free swelling stage of the theoretical experiment and was exu

Fig. 3 Fixed charge density distribution for healthy and de-
generate intervertebral discs in the sagittal plane. The experi-
mental data was digitized from Urban & Holm, 1986. The
healthy and degenerate fixed charge distribution „a… were used
to generate a 2-dimensional c F field over our finite element
mesh for healthy „b… and degenerate „c… discs. The constant
equivalent healthy fixed charge distribution c equiv

F was taken as
the average fixed charge density over the surface of the healthy
disc and can be seen as the horizontal plane in „b….
Journal of Biomechanical Engineering
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upon application of the constant compressive load~Fig. 4!. The
parameter zetaz5(dwx /dx1dwy /dy) is a measures of the ne
changes in water content of the tissue. It is important to note t
in this 2-D model, material behavior is strongly dependent on
nodal location and that is why curves in Fig. 4 appear differen
There was a net influx of fluid~i.e., negative value for zeta! for all
nodes during the swelling phase of the experiments and a decr
in the absolute values for zeta during the compression stage.
lating the transient fluid displacement behavior at node 104~a
node located toward the lateral inner portion of the disc see
2!, we note there is a net influx of fluid~i.e., negative value for
zeta! for the healthy disc and a net efflux~i.e., positive value for
zeta! for the degenerate disc. At node 92~antero-lateral outer lo-
cation! there is less fluid transport and a small net influx of fluid
equilibrium~after both swelling and creep loading stages! for both
healthy and degenerate fixed charge density distributions. Fin
for node 120~posterolateral outer location!, there is a net efflux
out of the disc after equilibration of the compression loading.

The relative fluid displacement vectors were calculated for d
slices with healthy, degenerate, and equivalent healthy fi
charge density distributions~Fig. 5!. For the healthy disc slice, i
is clear that the net fluid displacement due to the osmotic pres
was inward even after the compressive load was applied. In
degenerate disc slice, however, the net fluid displacement

Fig. 4 Time history for the change in water content „-zeta… of
the disc slice during the swelling phase and with creep loading
for healthy „a… and degenerate „b… discs. The location of nodes
120, 104, and 92 are given in Fig. 2.
FEBRUARY 2003, Vol. 125 Õ 17
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outward. Using the constant equivalent healthy fixed charge d
sity distribution, fluid generally flowed outward and was similar
pattern to the degenerate case, suggesting that it is also the d
bution of the fixed charges and not simply the magnitude t
governs the fluid transport pattern in the disc. These fluid d
placement vectors are useful for investigating the direction
fluid transport but for net changes in water content, the param
zetaz is a more direct measurement~Fig. 6!. Based on the results
for z over the 2-D surface, it is apparent that the healthy fix
charge density results in a net increase in water content while
the degenerate and constant equivalent healthy fixed charge
sity results in a decrease in water content.

The equilibrium stress fields were also significantly affected
fixed charge density distribution~Fig. 7!. The solid and fluid
stresses sum to the total applied compressive stress~2200000
N/m2). The healthy fixed charge density distribution generate
stress field with a very large gradient in solid stress and fl
pressure from the central nucleus pulposus to the outer ann
fibrosus~Figs. 7a, c!. The large magnitude of fluid pressure in th
nucleus and lower solid stress magnitude in the annulus indic
that most of the load is being carried by fluid pressurization, e
at equilibrium. For the degenerate fixed charge density distr

Fig. 5 Water displacement vectors for disc slices with „a…
healthy fixed charge density „cF

…, „b… degenerate c F, and „c…
constant equivalent healthy c F. All plots are at the same scale
with the maximum fluid displacement vector of w maxÄ0.005 m.
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tion, however, the gradient in solid stress and fluid pressuriza
was much smaller and the axial load was being carried predo
nantly by the solid matrix~Fig. 7b, d!.

To determine the electrical potential field, the two sets of eq
tions were alternately solved with fluid velocity passed to theF
2cn equations. During the transient period, the relative fluid v
locity was not constant. When the relative fluid velocity was ze
(ẇ50), the steady state solution forF andcn were simply con-
stant at the prescribed boundary values. At a time just after
compressive load was applied, we have a nonzeroẇ. Using thisẇ
field in theF2cn equations, we calculate a small but measura
potential field~Fig. 8!. Current and ion concentration fields ca
also be calculated.

The applied electric potential results for the healthy and deg
erate disc slices are shown in~Figs. 9, 10!. These figures illus-
trates that fluid can be induced to flow through the disc by
altered potential on the boundary. In these tests, the applied

Fig. 6 Change in water content „Àz… for disc slices with „a…
healthy, „b… degenerate, and „c… constant healthy equivalent
fixed charge density distributions. Change in water content is
measured after both swelling and compression stages of the
experiment.
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Fig. 7 Fluid „a, b… and solid „c, d… stress distributions for disc slices with healthy and degen-
erate fixed charge density distributions at equilibrium under compressive loading of À200,000
NÕm2. The fluid stress is equivalent to the negative of the pressure.
tential difference is extremely small, only about 10 mV and t
maximum fluid velocity is only about 2.531029 m/s. At this rate,
the fluid would only move about 0.2 cm in a 24 hour period. F
a 300 mV potential difference however, we expect forced conv

Fig. 8 Electric potential fields for „a… healthy and „b… degener-
ate disc slices subjected to swelling and compression loading
immediately after the compressive load was applied.
echanical Engineering
he

or
ec-

Fig. 9 Electric potential field with applied potential difference
across the right side of the disc slice with „a… healthy and „b…
degenerate fixed charge density distribution. For the healthy
disc the two potentials at A and B are 0 and À10.75 mV, respec-
tively. For the degenerate disc the two potentials at A and B are
0 and À6.3 mV, respectively.
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tion to transport fluid particles completely through a typical lu
bar disc in a 24 hour period. It is important to note that while t
fluid velocity fields are similar in healthy and degenerated di
~Fig. 10!, the electrical potential fields~Fig. 9! are quite different.

4 Discussion
A 3-dimensional formulation for a poroelastic and chemic

electric ~PEACE! media was presented and applied to a interv
tebral disc slice in a plane stress problem. The model was v
dated by comparing it with 1 dimensional experimental data. T
model was then used to investigate the influence of fixed cha
density magnitude and distribution on a slice of lumbar disc m
terial. Results indicated that the mechanical, chemical, and e
trical behaviors were strongly influenced by the amount as we
the distribution of fixed charges in the matrix. Without any oth
changes in material properties, alterations in the fixed charge
sity from a healthy to degenerate distribution will cause an
crease in solid matrix stresses and can cause fluid loss from
tissue rather than imbibition. These differences as well as a
ations in streaming potential have implications for disc nutritio
modulation of cellular activities, and tissue remodeling. It w
also seen that application of an electrical potential across the
can induce fluid transport. Application of this PEACE model u
derscores fact that even under simple loading conditions, 2-
3-dimensional mechanical stress, strain, pressure, fluid velo
electrical potential, and pH fields are present. These effects sh
be considered when investigating the influence of loading co
tions on cellular metabolism.

Results of this study indicated that both the distribution a
quantity of proteoglycans in the disc have a strong influence
fluid transport and load carriage mechanisms. Based on our s
ies, it is clear that both the magnitude and distribution of the fix

Fig. 10 Effect of applied electrical potential on water transport
„dw Õdt … for „a… healthy and „b… degenerated disc slices.
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charges are important factors in determining the direction of fl
flow ~Fig. 6!. Since transport of large solutes, such as hormo
and enzymes, is affected by fluid flow within the disc@33#, it is
anticipated that a loss of fixed charge density will cause increa
fluid efflux from the tissue and potentially a loss of importa
metabolites. The model also predicts that significantly more of
load is carried by hydrostatic pressure in the healthy disc rela
to the disc with a degenerate fixed charge density distribut
This suggests that solid matrix stresses and strains will be larg
a disc with a degenerate fixed charge density distribution than
disc with a healthy distribution.

Transport phenomena and other model behaviors will
strongly affected by the material property choice and bound
conditions. This study indicates that fluid transport is affected
fixed charge density and loading conditions. Electrical stimulat
under zero applied load can also influence the fluid transp
within the intervertebral disc. As shown~Fig. 10!, even small
applied electrical potential induces fluid transport in both norm
and degenerated discs and could lead to an increased water
tent. These results may suggest potential minimally invasive tr
ment modalities where applied electrical potential induces for
convection that transports nutrients through degenerated discs
deed, while both healthy and degenerated discs have similar
velocity fields under the reported applied electrical potentials~Fig.
10!, the electrical potential fields are different~Fig. 9!, and cellu-
lar metabolism may be influenced by a host of other phys
stimuli including pressures, electrical potential, solid mat
strains and stresses.

In the current model, there is only transport from the periph
of the disc which may explain the relatively long time constant
this 2-dimensional example described in this manuscript rela
to experimental values for intervertebral discs in creep exp
ments@34#. Indeed, it has been reported that transport in the d
occurs more rapidly from the end-plate route than from the
riphery @35#. The method of breaking down the system in
smaller sets is sometimes called operator splitting and is so
times used for solving large and complicated sets of equations
this study we split the system such that the equations are bro
into 2 smaller systems~2 equations in each! which are weakly
coupled. We then solved the equations iteratively until conv
gence was achieved. The errors in the solution would be th
primarily introduced by the finite element approximations and
the iterative solution technique. Coupling between these equat
would be more significant under large displacements and sig
cantly larger fluid velocities, but these limitations are not relev
in this paper. In this small strain, geometrically linear model,
do not account for strain dependent FCD, porosity, or permea
ity. The material properties used in this model are simplificatio
of the nonlinear, heterogeneous, and anisotropic behaviors fo
in the disc@6,11,36#

Degeneration of the disc will result in several material prope
changes to the annulus and nucleus@6,10,11,25,37,38# as well as
alterations in fixed charge density@9#. A strength of the finite
element model is the ability to parametrically alter one input fa
tor and evaluate the effect on the results. Therefore, we have
lated the effect of fixed charge density amount and distribut
alone. While this is not an entirely accurate representation of
tered behaviors in the disc with highly progressed disc degen
tion, it may provide an indication of early changes which cou
promote soft-tissue remodeling and a degenerative cascade
values for fluid pressure, solid displacement and stresses, str
ing potential, and sodium content presented in this study are s
lar to values reported in experimental studies@6,7,10,11,39,40#.
This study shows the results of a 2-dimensional analysis, sev
additional complexities will be required to implement a more
alistic 3-dimensional code including modification of the code
use three dimensional elements, as well as the use of anisot
and nonlinear material properties. Some studies have utili
triphasic or multiphasic finite element models in one dimensio
Transactions of the ASME
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configurations with model validation through experimental
other computational results~e.g., @20,30#!. The PEACE model
also demonstrated very good comparison with confined comp
sion experimental behavior. The lack of model validation
2-dimensions is a limitation and the magnitude of dependent v
ables should be interpreted with caution. The results of this st
lay the framework for future experimental studies in two and th
dimensions from which more complex and realistic disc behav
can be studied and model validation also achieved. This study
effectively test our hypothesis that loss of intervertebral disc fix
charge density with degeneration leads to significant alteration
mechanical, chemical, and electrical behaviors of the disc thro
a parametric investigation using fixed charge density as the in
pendent variable.

Nomenclature and Units

• a subscript implies per unit volume of mixture
• a superscript implies per unit volume of water
• s, w, p, n refer to the solid, water, positive ion and negati

ion phases
• prefix: m51023

• prefix: k51013

• time: s ~sec!
• length: m~meters!
• volume l ~liters!
• mass:kg ~kilograms!
• temperature:K ~kelvin!, body temperature.5T5273137

5310 K
• force, Newton:N5kg2m/s2

• densities:rs , rw , rp , rn ~kg/m3! are all per volume of the
mixture .

• concentrations:cF, cp, cn ~moles/l! per volume of the sol-
vent,cp, cn5Na1, Cl2 respectively

• fixed charge density:cF: equivalent concentration of th
negative fixed charges per volume ofsolvent ~moles/l!

• electric field strength field strength:E5mV
• electric potential:F5mN2m/coulomb
• Faraday’s constant:F596500 coulombs/mole
• potentials:mw , mp , mn , ms(N2m/kg) are scalar potentia

densities of the fluid, ion phases and the solid matrix
• drag coefficients: f 8s are 333 diagonal matrices (N

2s/m4)
• inverse permeability:,kw5 inverse permeability (N2s/m4)
• current flux:I e51 coulomb/sec
• gas constant:R58.318783103 (m2mN/mole2K)

Appendix A: Mobility Equation and Coefficients
The terms in the mobility equation 11 and the relation to

friction coefficients is detailed below:
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Appendix B: PEACE Field Equations. The four field equations~12–15! in a matrix form are:

F 0 0 0 0

0 2Kw,w 0 0

0 2¹•Kf,w 0 0

0* 1¹•Kn,w 0 n

G S u̇
ẇ

Ḟ

ċn

D 1F LTD«,«L LTD«,z¹• 0 0

¹Dz,«L ¹Dz,z¹• 2Kw,f¹ 2~Kw,p1Kw,n!¹

0 0 2¹•Kf,f¹ 2¹•~Kf,p1Kf,n!¹

0 0 2¹•Kn,f¹ 2¹•~Kn,p1Kn,n!¹

G S u
w
F
cn
D 1S 0
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Appendix C: PEACE Field Equations, Finite Element Form
Application of the Galerkin FEM procedure to the field equations 21, with integration by parts to second order terms yi

following nonlinear matrix equation:

E F 0 0 0 0

0 NTKw,wN 0 0

0 ~¹N!TKf,wNdV 0 0

~NTcn¹N!* NT~¹•Kn,w!N 0 NTnN
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Ts5applied compressive load, eg.2200000N/m2

Tp5applied mechanical fluid/chemical pressure~ includes bath osmotic pressure!

I e5 imposed current, eg. 0~F is imposed by Potential Equilibrium!

qndi f f5applied flux of cn, eg. 0 ~cn is imposed by Donnan Equilibrium!
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A subtle point is necessary. In the first matrix of equation 22,
term (NTcn¹N)* in position 4, 1 should be 0 when the term
position 4, 2 isNT(¹•Kn,w)N as shown. When the term in pos
tion 4, 1 isNTcn¹N, then the term in position 4, 2 should rea
NT(¹•Kn,w)N1NTKn,w¹N.
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